
Recommended Math Topics for Rising 7th grade 2022
This document is linked to math topics that are essential foundations for students to
be well prepared for 7th grade. Most topics are from the 6th grade curriculum, but
some are from earlier grades (especially in the fraction area). These topics were
also reviewed in 6th grade as fluency with fractions as well as other topics that are
necessary concepts that are built upon as students continue in school.

If a student struggles with the questions, rewatch and review the accompanying
video/s, or complete the extra practice and review provided.
During the quiz and test components if students get an answer wrong, they are
frequently given the option to click on an explanation. This helps them understand
how to do the problem with a step by step explanation.

There are 5 Domains covered and much of the content comes from the Khan
Academy Course Getting Ready for 7th grade. There are additional resources
included such as extra quizzes to assess how well your student understands key
concepts and other videos or websites to provide further practice.

Along with the hyperdoc students are encouraged to work on sumdog.
Sumdog Link

Key -
Foundational- covered in 6th grade and earlier
Core- 6th grade content
Course Challenge- Take this when work is complete. The results will
guide you on areas of strength and need. Then continue to practice in
any areas of need.
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Recommended Summer Work For Rising 7th Graders
Domain 1 Get Ready For Signed Numbers

Introduction to Negative Numbers Completed

This is a review of the negative numbers. It is essential
students have a good foundation in negative numbers so that
in 7th grade they are ready to master operations with signed
numbers.
There is 1 video, 1 summary and 2 practice activities the link
to this section is below.

Introduction to Negative Numbers

Negative Decimals & Fractions Completed

This reviews negative fractions and decimals on the number
line. It is important to remember that .− 3

4 <  − 1
2

There are 2 videos, and 2 practice sets.
Negative Decimals & Fractions

on the Number Line

Negative Symbol as Opposite Completed

This section focuses on viewing the negative sign as the
opposite. Example means the opposite of negative 7.− (− 7)

There is a video, two mini lessons, a video then 2 practice sets
for this section.

Negative Symbol as Opposite

Absolute Value Completed

This is a review of the meaning of absolute value and how it
is represented in math.

There is a video followed by a mini lesson and another video
ending with two practice sets.

Absolute Value

Adding & Subtracting Fractions With
Unlike Denominators

This is a review of addition & subtraction. Students need a
solid foundation in adding and subtracting positive fractions
before moving on in 7th grade tio add and subtract signed
fractions.
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https://www.khanacademy.org/math/get-ready-for-7th-grade/xa46d6dd638f86863:get-ready-for-negative-number-operations#xa46d6dd638f86863:intro-to-negative-numbers
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The first link is to the Khan Academy review of this topic
consisting of 4 videos and 2 practice sets.

Adding & Subtracting with Unlike Denominators

More Resources-
As this is often a di�cult topic these links provide more
practice and explanation regarding the topic.

Video Resources
Improper Fractions & Mixed Numbers
Adding Fractions
Adding Mixed Numbers
Subtracting Fractions

More Practice
add fractions unlike denominators
add multiple fractions unlike denominators
add mixed numbers with unlike denominators
subtract fractions with unlike denominators
Subtract mixed numbers with unlike denominators
add and subtract with unlike denominators
add and subtract mixed numbers
addition & subtraction equations with fractions
addition & subtraction equations with mixed numbers

Adding & Subtracting Fractions
Quizzes

Completed

Add & Subtract Quiz 1 (KA called quiz 2)
Add & Subtract Quiz 2 (KA called quiz 3)

Multiplying Fractions Completed

This is a review consisting of 2 videos and 2 practice sets.
Multiplying Fractions

Multiplying Fractions Quizzes Completed

Multiplying Fractions Quiz 1
Multiplying Fractions Quiz 2
Multiplying Fractions Quiz 3

Fraction as Division Completed

This is a review consisting of 2 videos and 1 practice set.
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https://www.khanacademy.org/math/get-ready-for-7th-grade/xa46d6dd638f86863:get-ready-for-negative-number-operations#xa46d6dd638f86863:adding-and-subtracting-fractions-with-unlike-denominators
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ggYdPef3Nuk
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=tDQipFjAoT8
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=gLWphGTjGHI
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=c5dNa2TVHiQ
https://www.mathgames.com/skill/5.68-add-fractions-with-unlike-denominators
https://www.mathgames.com/skill/5.70-add-multiple-fractions-with-unlike-denominators
https://www.mathgames.com/skill/5.72-add-mixed-numbers-with-unlike-denominators
https://www.mathgames.com/skill/5.69-subtract-fractions-with-unlike-denominators
https://www.mathgames.com/skill/5.73-subtract-mixed-numbers-with-unlike-denominators
https://www.mathgames.com/skill/5.77-add-and-subtract-fractions-with-unlike-denominators
https://www.mathgames.com/skill/5.79-add-and-subtract-mixed-numbers
https://www.mathgames.com/skill/5.71-addition-and-subtraction-equations-with-fractions
https://www.mathgames.com/skill/5.74-addition-and-subtraction-equations-with-mixed-numbers
https://www.khanacademy.org/math/cc-fifth-grade-math/imp-fractions-3/quiz/imp-fractions-3-quiz-2?modal=1
https://www.khanacademy.org/math/cc-fifth-grade-math/imp-fractions-3/quiz/imp-fractions-3-quiz-3?modal=1
https://www.khanacademy.org/math/get-ready-for-7th-grade/xa46d6dd638f86863:get-ready-for-negative-number-operations#xa46d6dd638f86863:multiplying-fractions
https://www.khanacademy.org/math/cc-fifth-grade-math/5th-multiply-fractions/quiz/5th-multiply-fractions-quiz-1?modal=1
https://www.khanacademy.org/math/cc-fifth-grade-math/5th-multiply-fractions/quiz/5th-multiply-fractions-quiz-2?modal=1
https://www.khanacademy.org/math/cc-fifth-grade-math/5th-multiply-fractions/quiz/5th-multiply-fractions-quiz-3?modal=1


Fraction as Division

Dividing Fractions Completed

This is a review consisting of 4 videos and 2 practice sets.
Dividing Fractions

Dividing Fractions Quizzes Completed

Dividing Fractions Quiz 1
Dividing Fractions Quiz 2
Dividing Fractions Quiz 3

Dividing Fractions Quiz 4 (KA Quiz 3)

Test  Getting Ready For Negative
Number Operations

Completed

Test on above topics.
TestGetting Ready for Negative Number Operations

Domain 2 Get Ready For Fractions, Decimals &
Percentages

Completed

Adding and Subtracting Decimals Word
Problems

Completed

This is a review of adding and subtracting decimals in
context.
There are 2 videos,
And 1 Practice set.

Adding & Subtracting Decimals Word Problems

Percent Problems Completed

The first percent problems focus on the skill of finding
percentages.
There are 4 videos
And 2 practice sets

Percent Problems
The second percent topic focuses on percentage word
problems.
There is 1 video
And 1 practice set
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https://www.khanacademy.org/math/get-ready-for-7th-grade/xa46d6dd638f86863:get-ready-for-negative-number-operations#xa46d6dd638f86863:fraction-as-division
https://www.khanacademy.org/math/get-ready-for-7th-grade/xa46d6dd638f86863:get-ready-for-negative-number-operations#xa46d6dd638f86863:dividing-fractions
https://www.khanacademy.org/math/cc-fifth-grade-math/divide-fractions/quiz/divide-fractions-quiz-1?modal=1
https://www.khanacademy.org/math/cc-fifth-grade-math/divide-fractions/quiz/divide-fractions-quiz-2?modal=1
https://www.khanacademy.org/math/cc-fifth-grade-math/divide-fractions/quiz/divide-fractions-quiz-3?modal=1
https://www.khanacademy.org/math/cc-sixth-grade-math/cc-6th-arithmetic-operations/quiz/cc-6th-arithmetic-operations-quiz-3?modal=1
https://www.khanacademy.org/math/get-ready-for-7th-grade/xa46d6dd638f86863:get-ready-for-negative-number-operations/test/xa46d6dd638f86863:get-ready-for-negative-number-operations-unit-test?modal=1
https://www.khanacademy.org/math/get-ready-for-7th-grade/xa46d6dd638f86863:get-ready-for-fractions-decimals-percentages#xa46d6dd638f86863:adding-and-subtracting-decimals-word-problems
https://www.khanacademy.org/math/get-ready-for-7th-grade/xa46d6dd638f86863:get-ready-for-fractions-decimals-percentages#xa46d6dd638f86863:percent-problems


Percent Word Problems

Test Decimals and Percentages Completed

Test on above topics
Test  Decimals & Percentages

Domain 3 Get Ready for Rates & Proportional
Relationships

Equivalent Ratios Completed

This is a review of equivalent ratios both the skill and word
problems and real world application.
There are 4 videos.
And 5 Practice sets.

Equivalent Ratios

Quiz-1 Equivalent Ratios Completed

Quiz on above topics
Quiz- 1 Equivalent Ratios

Ratio Application Completed

This is application of ratios and the connection between
different representations of ratios.
There are 4 videos.
And 3 Practice sets.

Ratio Application

Intro to Rates Completed

This is a review of rates, preparing students to be ready to
take the topic to the next level in 7th grade.
There are 5 videos.
1 Review
And 3 Practice sets.

Intro to Rates

Quiz-2 Ratio Application & Intro to Rates Completed
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https://www.khanacademy.org/math/get-ready-for-7th-grade/xa46d6dd638f86863:get-ready-for-fractions-decimals-percentages#xa46d6dd638f86863:percent-word-problems
https://www.khanacademy.org/math/get-ready-for-7th-grade/xa46d6dd638f86863:get-ready-for-fractions-decimals-percentages#xa46d6dd638f86863:percent-word-problems
https://www.khanacademy.org/math/get-ready-for-7th-grade/xa46d6dd638f86863:get-ready-for-rates-proportional-relationships#xa46d6dd638f86863:equivalent-ratios
https://www.khanacademy.org/math/get-ready-for-7th-grade/xa46d6dd638f86863:get-ready-for-rates-proportional-relationships/quiz/xa46d6dd638f86863:get-ready-for-rates-proportional-relationships-quiz-1?modal=1
https://www.khanacademy.org/math/get-ready-for-7th-grade/xa46d6dd638f86863:get-ready-for-rates-proportional-relationships#xa46d6dd638f86863:ratio-application
https://www.khanacademy.org/math/get-ready-for-7th-grade/xa46d6dd638f86863:get-ready-for-rates-proportional-relationships#xa46d6dd638f86863:intro-to-rates


Quiz on above topics
Quiz- 2 Ratio Application & Rates

Independent & Dependent Variables Completed

This is a review of the independent and dependent variables
in different representations
There are 3 videos.
1 Review
And 4 Practice sets.

Independent & Dependent Variables

Quiz-3 Independent & Dependent Variables Completed

Quiz on above topics
Quiz 3 Independent & Dependent Variables

Test Ratios & Proportions Completed

Test Ratios & Proportions

Domain 4 Get Ready for Expressions, Equations &
Inequalities

Distributive property with variables Completed

This is a review of distributive property, an important concept
when creating equivalent expressions.
There are 4 videos.
And 3 Practice sets

Distributive property with variables

Combining Like Terms Completed

This is a review of combining like terms, gathering like
variables together and numbers. This is an important concept
for 7th grade math and beyond.
There are 2 videos.
And 1 Practice set.

Combining Like Terms

Equivalent Expressions Completed
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https://www.khanacademy.org/math/get-ready-for-7th-grade/xa46d6dd638f86863:get-ready-for-rates-proportional-relationships/quiz/xa46d6dd638f86863:get-ready-for-rates-proportional-relationships-quiz-2?modal=1
https://www.khanacademy.org/math/get-ready-for-7th-grade/xa46d6dd638f86863:get-ready-for-rates-proportional-relationships#xa46d6dd638f86863:dependent-and-independent-variables
https://www.khanacademy.org/math/get-ready-for-7th-grade/xa46d6dd638f86863:get-ready-for-rates-proportional-relationships/quiz/xa46d6dd638f86863:get-ready-for-rates-proportional-relationships-quiz-3?modal=1
https://www.khanacademy.org/math/get-ready-for-7th-grade/xa46d6dd638f86863:get-ready-for-rates-proportional-relationships/test/xa46d6dd638f86863:get-ready-for-rates-proportional-relationships-unit-test?modal=1
https://www.khanacademy.org/math/get-ready-for-7th-grade/xa46d6dd638f86863:get-ready-for-expressions-equations-inequalities#xa46d6dd638f86863:distributive-property-with-variables
https://www.khanacademy.org/math/get-ready-for-7th-grade/xa46d6dd638f86863:get-ready-for-expressions-equations-inequalities#xa46d6dd638f86863:combining-like-terms


This is a review of6th grade Equivalent Expressions. This is a
concept that will be revisited with added rigor in 7th grade.
There is 1 video.
And 1 Practice set.

Equivalent Expressions

Quiz-1 Linear Equations and Graphs Completed

Quiz on above topics
Quiz1- Expressions, Equations & Inequalities

One Step Addition & Subtraction Equations Completed

Students will review how to solve equations with only one
process requiring addition or subtraction.
There are 2 videos, 1 review.
And 1 Practice activity.

one step addition & subtraction equations

One Step Multiplication & Division
Equations

Completed

Students will review how to solve equations with only one
process requiring multiplication or division.
There are 2 videos, 1 review.
And 1 Practice activity.

one step multiplication & division equations

Finding Mistakes in One Step Equations Completed

Students analyze work to find the mistake in solving one step
equations.
There are 2 videos, 1 review.
And 1 Practice activity.

finding mistakes in one step equations

One Step Equation Word Problems Completed

Students apply what they know about one step equations to
math and real world problems.
There is 1 video,
And 3 Practice sets.

one step equation word problems

Quiz-2 Expressions, Equations and
Inequalities

Completed

Quiz on above topics
Quiz- 2  Expressions, Equations & Inequalities
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https://www.khanacademy.org/math/get-ready-for-7th-grade/xa46d6dd638f86863:get-ready-for-expressions-equations-inequalities/quiz/xa46d6dd638f86863:get-ready-for-expressions-equations-inequalities-quiz-2?modal=1


Inro to Inequalities with Variables Completed

Students will review inequalities at the 6th grade level to
prepare them for working with inequalities at the 7th grade
level.
There are 2 videos, 1 review.
And 2 Practice sets.

Intro to Inequalities with Variables

Quiz-2 Expressions, Equations and
Inequalities

Completed

Quiz on above topics
Quiz- 3  Expressions, Equations & Inequalities

Test Expressions, Equations &
Inequalities

Completed

Test on above topics
Test Expressions, Equations & Inequalities

Domain 5 Get Ready for Geometry

Decomposing Angles Completed

This is a review of angles that students learned in elementary
school. In 7th grade geometry students will be building on
their prior angle knowledge.
There are 2 videos.
And 1 Practice set

Decomposing Angles

Area of Parallelograms & Triangles Completed

This is a review of the 6th grade geometry area of triangles
and parallelograms.
There are 3 videos,
2 reviews
And 2 practice sets

Area of Parallelograms & Triangles

If students are struggling you may want to review the 5th
grade geometry topics of area and perimeter of rectangles.
Here is a link
5th grade geometry topics
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Area of Composite Figures Completed

This is application of the area of rectangles, triangles and
parallelograms to find the area of composite figures.
There are 2 videos,
And 1 practice set.

Area of Composite Figures

Quiz 1-Geometry Completed

Quiz on above topics
Quiz- 1 Geometry

Volume with Fractions Completed

This is a review of volume with the 6th grade expectation of
fractional side lengths. In 7th grade students will apply the
concept to more complex problems.
There are 2 videos,
And 2 Practice activities

Volume with Fractional Side Lengths
If Fractional side lengths are challenging, start with the 5th
grade standard of whole side lengths and work up to
fractional side lengths- a review of multiplying fractions in
Domain 1 could also be helpful.

Whole Number Volume

Surface Area Completed

This is application of area to the surface area of 3
dimensional figures. In 7th grade students will be expected to
find the surface area of more complex figures. Prior
knowledge needed is to find the area of figures.
There are 5 videos,
And 4 practice sets.

Surface Area Using Nets

Quiz 2 Geometry Completed

Quiz on above topics
Quiz 2 Geometry

Test Geometry Completed

Test on above topics
Geometry Test
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Course Challenge Completed

This is a set of questions on all topics covered to get ready for
7th grade. Take this to see how well you do. The results will let
you know how ready you are for 7th grade and whether or not
you should continue to practice certain topics.

Get Ready For 7th Grade Course Challenge
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